Your Quirky Workshop:
Willow Weaving ‘Sheep’ Sculptures with Phil Bradley
Friday 15th May 9.30-4.30pm
Dear Elisabeth,
Happy Birthday! As a special gift this year, Sheila and Andy have secured a place for
you, with their love, on the above Willow weaving course with Phil Bradley here at
Greystoke. Sheila will be joining you on the day. Please see below for what you need
to bring with you on the day, details of any accommodation you might need, maps
and where to park. We have noted no special food requirements and, for your
information, all workshop lunches are vegetarian.
As a Cycle Café we have only limited parking in our driveway and ask all who can to
park as below to help us preserve the character of the village.
New Parking Info
There are about approx 8 or 9 roadside parking places some 150 yards before the
Café at the end of a high Castle Estate boundary wall; here there is a pavement
‘leading to nowhere’ and the road widens on the left, marked below in pink. If these
places are taken please use the village c/park ‐ the residents of Castle Gardens need
to be able to negotiate their way out of their cul‐de‐sac – especially please avoid the
corner splays – thank you.
There is a large village car park (with recycling facilities!) – as shown on the map. It is
close to both the shop, the pub, playing field and summer open air swimming pool
and you may well meet some racehorses on the roads past the Castle entrance as
you walk to the Café ‐ this is approximately 350 yds of flat walking.
If you feel unable to walk please arrange to be dropped off or let us know so that we
can reserve you one of the 3 parking spaces here.

Although an established footpath and a quiet rural area ‐ the road bend outside the
Café can be hazardous as cyclists often come around it from the north fast and
quietly ‐ therefore
PLEASE PLEASE always walk towards the Café on the LEFT HAND side of the road
for greater visibility.

Followed by ‘What to bring’ details specific to each course, and ideas for ‘Where to
stay’ details
If you prefer to word the first paragraph of the letter you choose differently, that is
fine. Simply send us your chosen wording.

